That's WAC: Pedagogically Defining Writing Across the Curriculum


Overview

- “Why can’t you people teach these students how to write?” (McLeod 150)
- Writing to Learn and Writing to Communicate
- The Writing Center and the Faculty Workshop

Terms, Ideas, Themes, Scholars

- **WAC:** “These programs vary widely in scope and method, but most attempt to accomplish essentially the same thing: to improve student learning and writing by encouraging faculty in all disciplines to use writing more often and more thoughtfully in their classrooms” (Young and Fulwiler 1).
- **Writing to Learn:** Writer based writing; “students use of informal, speculative, personal writing to make sense of the course material with the teacher acting as prompter and guide” (McLeod 152).
- **Writing to Communicate:** Reader based writing; “the writing is therefore revised, crafted, and polished” and uses the “formal language of a particular discourse community” (McLeod 153).
- **Writing in the Disciplines (WID):** The branch of WAC associated with Writing to Communicate.
- **Process Approach:** The view that writing is an ongoing conversation and not just the product of a single moment. This view entails “not only allowing revision of student work, but requiring it, often using peer groups in the classroom to respond to drafts” (McLeod 158).
- **Genre Theory:** Associated with WID; Berkenkotter and Huckin say, “[g]enres are the media through which scholars and scientists communicate with their peers. Genres are intimately linked to a discipline’s methodology, and they package information in ways that conform to a discipline’s norms, values, and ideology” (qtd in McLeod 156).
- **Susan McLeod:** the author of this chapter. McLeod has written extensively about the many facets of WAC. She is on both the WAC Clearinghouse Publications board and the Network Board of Consultants (International Network of WAC Programs).

Classroom Assignments

- **Write to Learn Assignment:** The Journal
  Students in a literature course are to keep a reading log containing both a summary of what was read and their reactions to the reading. This initial interaction with the text is intended to inform the literary critique they will be assigned later.
- **Write to Communicate Assignment:** The Peer Review
  Students in the same course are to bring a draft of the assigned literary critique to class, wherein they will trade drafts with their peers. They will be given a specific set of questions to answer during their discussions.
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